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A Systematic Literature Review on Business Rule Modeling
Abstract Business processes are constantly evolving and the ways in which
processes are managed are also evolving. To keep track of, modify, and manage
business processes, business owners are looking for ways to organize their
business processes in a way that they are easy to manage. Beyond that, there is also
the need to not just manage those processes but also to manage the rules upon
which those processes are executed. The business rules that govern an
organization's policies are, in most cases, written as documents within the
organization’s files. To make it easier to choose alternative languages to model
those rules that regulate business processes, this paper presents a Systematic
Literature Review (SLR) on how business rules can be modeled. We looked at the
different notations that can be used to model business rules. We also looked at how
they can be incorporated within the business processes. We then provide a list of
tools that help to model, verify, and execute business process models enhanced
with business rules. To identify these characteristics, we conducted an SLR and
built a framework for classifying existing notations to model business rules.
Keywords: Business rules, Notation, Declarative Models, Business process,
SLR, Language, Tool Support
CERCS: P170
Süstemaatiline kirjandusülevaade ärireeglite modelleerimise kohta
Lühikokkuvõte Äriprotsessid arenevad pidevalt ja arenevad ka protsesside
juhtimise viisid. Äriprotsesside jälgimiseks, muutmiseks ja haldamiseks otsivad
ettevõtete omanikud võimalusi oma äriprotsesside hõlpsaks haldamiseks
korraldamiseks. Peale selle on vaja mitte ainult hallata neid protsesse, vaid ka
hallata reegleid, mille alusel neid protsesse täidetakse. Ettevõtte reegleid
reguleerivad ärieeskirjad kirjutatakse enamasti organisatsiooni toimikutes olevate
dokumentidena. Äriprotsesse reguleerivate reeglite modelleerimiseks on
alternatiivsete keelte valimise hõlpsamaks muutmiseks käesolevas dokumendis
esitatud süsteemne kirjanduse ülevaade, kuidas ärireegleid saab modelleerida.
4

Vaatasime erinevaid märkeid, mida saab kasutada ärireeglite modelleerimiseks.
Vaatasime ka, kuidas neid saaks äriprotsessidesse kaasata. Seejärel pakume loetelu
tööriistadest, mis aitavad modelleerida, kontrollida ja käivitada ärireeglitega
täiustatud äriprotsessimudeleid. Nende tunnuste tuvastamiseks viisime läbi
peegelkaamera ja rajasime raamistiku olemasolevate märkuste klassifitseerimiseks
ärireeglite modelleerimiseks.
Võtmesõnad: Ärireeglid, Märge, Deklaratiivsed mudelid, Äriprotsess, SLR, Keel, Tööriista tugi

CERCS: P170
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1. Introduction
Business processes play a very important role in the smooth development of the
business of an organization. They serve as the lifeline of the business and help the
business to optimize the use of resources and streamline activities. With a properly
specified business process, it is easy to identify which tasks are important in order
to achieve the business goals of an organization. Task standardization, avoidance
of noise, and improved efficiency are also achieved through properly planned
business processes. Business processes form the backbone of any organization and
help the smooth execution of the organization's activities and ultimately help the
organization to achieve its goals.
For properly executing business processes, there have to exist guidelines and
principles governing how the business is run and what the business seeks to
achieve. A business rule, according to the Business Rules Group [11], is “a
statement that defines or constrains some aspect of the business”. Some of these
rules are written in the form of an organizational handbook. Others could be
informal [10]. Some of the rules could be enforced automatically and others
require human intervention. Business rules can either be modeled as part of a
business process or collected together into a structure called a decision model.
The goal of business rules is to uphold the structure and behavior of an
organization. All organization guidelines and statements that govern how the
business is run collectively form the business rules of the organization. For
instance, a bank may have a constraint that requires a customer to have an account
with the bank for a certain period of time with a certain number of transactions
before they can accept a loan application from the customer. This business rule or
constraint governs the activity accept loan application. The following are some
examples of business rules:
●

Delivery should be made after payment confirmation.

●
If payment has not been received after 14 days, the order must be moved to
debt collection.
●

Credit should only be granted if the applicant is employed.

A business rule is usually expressed in simple, unambiguous terms as a
constraint or a condition. The condition could result from an event like the expiry
of the payment period, an action being completed like delivery, or a requirement
being fulfilled.
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Business rules modeling provides an instrument to capture the business
structure, strategy, infrastructure, and all other aspects of a business process. This
helps not only in easing the execution of the processes, but also makes it easy to
track, modify, or improve them. Several modeling tools are available for defining
business rules. Some of them such as the Declare tool can also be used for
enforcing the rules during process execution. There are also tools that can be used
for analyzing business processes based on business rules. For example, ProM [59]
can be used to discover business rules from execution data. This helps the business
analyst to automate the discovery of rules from their logs. In addition, there are
methods to check the conformance of process executions recorded in event logs
against a set of business rules [30, 144]. For each modeling language identified in
this thesis, we provide a list of tools supporting that specific notation.
1.1 Problem statement
Business decisions play a vital role in the success or failure of an organization.
How these decisions are structured helps the organization to achieve its goals.
There has been a lot of research in the area of business rule modeling. Declarative
process modeling is slowly gaining momentum, as it represents a rule-based
approach to business process modeling.
There have been studies carried out on many business rule modeling notations as
well as other notations that deal with the modeling of the organization’s decisions.
However, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been any research that
focuses on studying the available business rule modeling notations so as to give a
comparative overview of the existing notations. Research in this area is of great
importance as it will help organizations to decide which framework or modeling
language to use based on criteria such as flexibility, tool support, expressiveness,
level of automation. To this end, this paper presents a comprehensive Systematic
Literature Review (SLR) on how business rules are modeled analyzing different
methods, notations, and semantics that have been used to capture business rules.
The papers reviewed are used to build a framework for classifying existing
approaches.
1.2 Research question
The main objective of an SLR is to identify, select, and critically appraise an
unbiased, comprehensive list of relevant papers in order to answer clearly
formulated questions. A literature review is systematic if it is transparent,
7

objective, and replicable. It also has to be based on clearly formulated questions,
employ a rigorous and well-defined approach to reviewing the literature in a
specific subject area, and summarize the evidence by using an explicit
methodology.
We defined a research question (RQ) that helped us to perform an SLR through
which we generated a framework for classifying existing methods to model
business rules:
RQ: What criteria can be used to define a framework that describes how
business rules can be modeled?
This research question is vital in tackling the problem statement. By answering
this question, we will be able to identify the different notations that can be used to
model decisions and business rules and to identify the different aspects of the
notations that are relevant when choosing a modeling language. This, we believe,
will help organizations to identify the notation that is best suited for their business
models in order to improve efficiency.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
main concepts that will be used throughout the thesis. In Section 3, we present the
research methodology. In Section 4, we discuss the result of the research. Section 5
introduces the proposed framework, while Section 6 concludes the thesis and spells
out directions for future work.
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2. Background
This section introduces some of the concepts that will be used throughout the
thesis. These concepts form the core components upon which this thesis is
structured. Understanding these concepts will give the reader the necessary
instruments to understand the thesis.
2.1 Business Process Management
A business process specifies the activities that are carried out within an
organization by employees or equipment, which yields a product or a service for
the consumption of its customers. In order words, the business process of an
organization is what the organization does to serve its customers. These processes
can be either modeled using the available modeling tools and notations or written
in a document that guides the employees on how the processes are to be executed.
Business Process Management (BPM) covers all the aspects of managing a
business process and how an organization creates, redesigns, and analyzes the
processes that make up the core of the organization’s business [203]. The BPM
lifecycle involves a series of steps through which the business process goes in
order to achieve the optimal process. These steps include design, modeling,
execution, monitoring, and optimization [203]. The design step involves data
collection and the design of the “to-be'' process including process flow and
operating procedure. The modeling stage involves the theoretical design of the
process, the variables with which the process will operate, and a what-if analysis of
the process. After modeling, the process is then executed. The execution stage can
either be done manually by humans or automated with the help of a machine. This
helps to visualize how the process will run, check for conformance and
consistency, and also determine ways to improve the modeled processes. The
monitoring stage helps to keep track of individual processes and to determine the
performance of each task in the process and of the whole process in general.
Through this, the problems that might occur in the execution of a process, or of a
process task can be identified and corrected. The performance statistics coming
from the monitoring stage are used to optimize the process in the optimization
phase [203]. The problems identified can be tackled along with other
enhancements that can be applied to the process models thus starting a new
iteration of the lifecycle.
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2.2 Business process modeling
Business processes can be discovered and modeled using other models, text
descriptions specified in natural language, or through automated process discovery
techniques [133]. Automated process discovery techniques are a set of techniques
involving the use of a tool to automatically discover processes from execution logs.
This process, for the most part, does not require human intervention [133]. The
most widely used process mining tool for the discovery of declarative processes is
ProM [59]. There exist tools that are used to generate business processes from
natural language specifications [97]. The discovered processes are modeled using
one or more modeling notations.
Notations are the modeling languages or tools that are used for modeling
business processes, business rules, or decisions in an organization. These notations
provide either a graphical set of symbols that are used to capture different aspects
of a business [26] or a structured form of natural language [87]. The graphical
icons have a different execution semantic that represents how they interact with the
execution engine in order to run the process. Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN) is an example of notation that is used for capturing business processes.
Business rules can be captured using a notation such as Fuzzy Control Language
(FCL) [169]. Declare [40] captures the business process as well as business rules.
Terms notation and language are used interchangeably in this thesis. There are
different approaches to modeling business processes and business rules. These
approaches or paradigms are discussed below.
2.2.1 Process modeling paradigms
Business processes can be modeled using different approaches. The two
approaches that have gained the interest of researchers and business experts are the
declarative and the imperative modeling paradigms.
2.2.1.1 Declarative process modeling
Declarative process modeling is an approach to business process modeling
where business rules are explicitly stated and used to constraint the behavior of the
business process [15, 26,40]. In other words, this modeling approach specifies
what rules are not to be violated as opposed to explicitly state how the process
should be executed [26]. This approach gives the process participants the
flexibility of executing the process in any way that does not violate the rules.
Notations such as Declare and DCR Graphs follow this approach.
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2.2.1.1 Imperative process modeling
Imperative process modeling, on the other hand, follows a strict procedural
specification of a business process where the focus is on the “how” and not on the
“what” [26]. This approach requires the modeler to represent exactly how the
business process should be executed. In this approach, business rules are often not
explicitly represented in the model. They are either represented in a different
notation that is taken into consideration during execution in parallel to the main
process model or represented implicitly within the process model. BPMN and Petri
Nets [151] models are imperative in nature. A disadvantage of this approach is that
it restricts the execution of the model. While in the case of declarative modeling,
the execution can be performed in any manner as long as it does not violate the
constraint, imperative modeling restricts the execution to exactly what has been
specified within the model [26]. On the other hand, imperative models provide
support, which is vital in the context of pre-defined, predictable procedures.
2.3 Business rules
Business rules specify how the processes defined above are to be executed. They
constrain how the activities should be executed within the business process [26].
The policies upon which the organization’s processes are carried out are the
organization’s business rules. Business rules can be textually written or modeled
[10]. They can be modeled as part of a business process model using the
declarative approach with notations such as Declare [26] or as a separate model
that the business process takes into consideration during execution in order to
execute its tasks without violations [157]. Whether they are modeled as part of a
process model or separately, business rules are the guidelines upon which a
business process is executed.
Business rules can be modeled in different ways, e.g., as a simple decision table,
in controlled natural language, or as a high-level visual representation [156].
According to [156], business rules can be of different types: reactive rules, which
are in the form of event-condition-action, integrity rules for consistency
maintenance, and derivation rules. [156] further classifies derivation rules into
facts, implicational inference, and queries.
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3. Systematic Literature Review
The aim of this study is to provide a framework for classifying how business
rules are modeled. Using an SLR, we identify the different methods, semantics and
notations that are used to capture business rules. Using this, we build a framework
for classifying how business rules can be modeled. The SLR approach is used here
for a number of reasons. First, it allows the summarization of all the available
literature that deal with the topic [1]. The SLR approach also makes it possible to
identify research gaps leading to other areas that could be considered for future
research related to the current research. Since this research is concerned with
generating a framework, SLR is the best mechanism to identify the proposed
framework [1,6].
3.1 Planning of the Systematic Literature Review
A lot of research has been carried out in order to come up with or improve
modeling tools for capturing business rules. The SLR will help us to sieve through
these research papers in order to find the studies that best help us to answer the
research question and build the classification framework. The SLR also helps to
summarize the evidence extracted from the papers being reviewed [1]. In addition
to finding what has been researched in the field, SLR also helps to discover gaps in
the research area [3].
In accordance with the guidelines proposed by Kitchenham [1], this SLR is
composed of three stages. The first stage is planning which includes the motivation
of the review, outlining the research questions, and the development of the review
protocol. The second stage consists of conducting the literature review. This is
where we identify relevant studies, select primary studies, and carry out quality
assessment [3,4]. It also includes data extraction and data synthesis. In the final
stage, we bring everything together into a well-structured, formatted report. In this
section, we focus on the first stage of the SLR.
The research question introduced in section 1.2 can be decomposed into six subquestions. This helps us to extract more detailed information and gives a clearer
picture of the characteristics of existing business rule modeling notations. The subquestions we consider are:
RQ 1.1: What notations exist that can be used to model business rules and
decisions?
RQ 1.2: What perspective can the business rule modeling notations capture?
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RQ 1.3: How are these rules integrated within business process models?
RQ 1.4: What kind of tool support exists for the existing modeling notations?
RQ 1.5: To what extent do the modeling notations support automation?
RQ 1.6: In which scenarios have these notations been applied?
3.2 Search strategy
To find the relevant body of literature discussing business rules, we used
primary and secondary search strategies [2-4] in order not to omit any relevant
study that might be of importance to the literature review. The primary search was
carried out using several electronic libraries. After thoroughly carrying out the
primary search, we proceeded with the secondary search using forward and
backward tracing.
3.2.1 Primary search
The aim of the primary search is to gather a comprehensive body of literature
relevant to the topic by querying different search sources using different search
strings.
a. Search strings
For the development of the search strings, we followed the guidelines suggested
by Kitchenham et.al. [1]:
(1) The term “business rules” is key and derived from the scope of the study.
Another term used interchangeably with “business rule” is “business constraint”.
(2) The term “business process” is also derived from the research questions and
is part of the context in which the study is carried out.
(3) The term “notation” is also relevant to the research as it addresses the main
issue that the research is trying to solve, i.e., how to model business rules, which is
only possible using some modeling notations. It is also a key term in more than
half of the research questions.
(5) Another term used in the search, which also relates to business rules
modeling is “decision table” as it is also used as a means to structure and manage
business rules.
Other terms used in the search, which are either synonymous of the terms used,
or are part of the research context, or of the research questions are:
13

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

automation
language
declarative process models
semantics
grammar
formalization
formal
specification
syntax
definition

The resulting search strings are:
ST1: (((“business rules” OR “business constraint”) AND “business process”)
AND “notation”)
ST2: (((“business rules” OR “business constraint”) AND “business process”)
AND “automation”)
ST3: (((“business rules” OR “business constraint”) AND “business process”)
AND “language”)
ST4: ("Business Rules" OR "Business Constraints" OR "Declarative Process
Models") AND ("Semantics" OR "grammar" OR "formalization" OR
"formalisation" OR "formal" OR "specification" OR "definition" OR "syntax")
b. Search sources
The following electronic databases were selected based on their coverage of
journal papers and conference proceedings in the field of computer science and
BPM:
- Scopus
- Web of Science
These databases provide a comprehensive set of papers that is sufficient for this
research context. With over 47 million records, Scopus is one of the largest
databases for quality web sources and research literature. Web of Science also has
a reputation for being one of the best sources for research literature with over 37
million records dating back to 1945. Both provide a search engine for extracting
literature based on different criteria.
14

3.2.2 Secondary search
The secondary search serves to screen the large body of literature identified
during the primary search based on selection criteria.
3.2.2.1 Selection Criteria (Relevance)
Selection criteria help to identify relevant literature that provides the information
required to answer the research questions. The selection criteria can be exclusion
or inclusion criteria [10]. The letters in braces at the end of each criterion specifies
what to do in case of a positive answer to the question. (I) indicates that the paper
should not be excluded in case of positive answer and (E) means the paper should
be excluded in case of a positive answer. The inclusion criteria we considered are:
IC1: Is the study within the domain of business rules or business processes? (I)
IC2: Does the study introduce a new notation or extends or apply an existing
language or notation? (I)
The aim of the study is to define a framework that describes how to model
business rules and decision models. The first inclusion criterion includes any study
where business rules or business processes have been discussed. By extension, we
excluded papers related to architecture for business rule management, database
management, and semantic web. We also did not include papers related to service
composition, UML and software development. The second inclusion criterion
includes any paper where a new modeling notation has been introduced, or any
paper where an existing language notation has been used or extended.
As for exclusion criteria, we considered:
EC1: Is the study a duplicate of an already considered study? (E)
EC2: Is the study less than 6 pages long? (E)
EC3: Is the study published after year 2000? (I)
EC4: Has the study passed the time-citation criteria? (I)
EC5: Is the full-text version of the study digitally accessible? (I)
Duplicate papers were excluded from the list. If the duplicates are exact
duplicates (same title and same authors), one of the duplicates is discarded. If on
the other hand, the papers are version duplicates (original and revised), the older
version is discarded and the most recent version is included in the list. The second
15

exclusion criterion eliminates papers that are less than 6 pages long as they would
hardly provide significant information. Any paper published before the year 2000
is removed from the list. The reason for this exclusion criterion is that we focused
modeling notations used in modern BPM systems. We feel that papers published
before 2000 are likely to provide no relevant information in the contemporary age
especially with the technological advancements made since the turn of the century.
The fourth exclusion criterion involves measuring the minimum number of
citations that a paper published in a certain year needs to have in order to be
considered in the literature review, as suggested by Pourmirza et al. [201]. The
period of time under analysis was divided into two parts: papers published between
2000 and 2009, and papers that published after 2009. The average number of
citations for each period as well as the standard deviation were calculated. In
addition, the ratio (CV) of the standard deviation to the mean was also calculated.
If the CV is less than 1, the period is considered to be fairly homogenous, thus, any
paper within that period must have a number of citations higher than the average
number of citations for that period. On the other hand, if the CV is higher than or
equal to 1, then each year must be considered individually. So for a paper to be
considered, the number of citations of that paper should be higher than the
minimum between the average number of citations for the year in which the paper
was published and the average number of citations for the 10 year period in which
the paper was published. Furthermore, any paper published after 2014 was
automatically considered. This is because not enough time has passed for those
papers to gather a sufficient number of citations. Finally, for a paper to be
considered, it must be accessible digitally. Accessibility here means that it is either
available on the Internet or it can be accessed via a digital library with the use of a
University subscription.
3.2.2.2 Screening Procedure
The papers were screened following the procedure provided in [6, 7]. The first
step involves the application of inclusion and exclusion criteria defined earlier by
examining the title and the abstract of papers. For a paper to be selected it must
pass all the inclusion and exclusion criteria checking each criterion in descending
order. This step was carried out by the author of this thesis.
Two reviewers, following the inclusion and exclusion criteria, screened the
original list of papers again as recommended by Mistiaen et al. [8]. The inter-rateagreement (Kappa value) was measured based on the three results to determine the
extent to which they differ (Table 1). The original screening can be accepted if the
percentage of papers selected by both the original screening and the two reviewers
is greater than 0.6. The results of the inter-rate agreement were recorded to be
16

0.597 when comparing the original screening with the result from the first
reviewer. Comparing the original with the second review yielded a Kappa value of
0.646. The mean value of the inter-rate agreement between the original screening
and the two reviews was recorded to be 0.6215. For the sake of clarity, we also
compared the results from the two subsequent reviewers and we got a Kappa value
of 0.642. The reviewers discussed and came to consensus regarding disagreements.
Note that we only applied the Kappa statistics to the inclusion criteria, as the
exclusion criteria are straightforward and do not require any additional input or
perspective from the researchers.
First Reviewer

Second Reviewer

Original
Screening

0.597

0.646

First Reviewer

-

0.642

Table 1. Result of Kappa measures for the three reviews
3.4 Search Results
The papers derived from each digital library and selected after applying the
filtering criteria are:
- Scopus search for the combined strings resulted in 2,129 hits.
- Web of science yielded 813 hits.
- Duplicates were removed after combining the results from Scopus and Web of
Science. The resulting count stood at 2,125.
- After removing papers with less than six pages, we got 1,733 papers.
- Papers published before 2000 were removed. This brought down the list to
1,701 papers.
- After applying the time-citation algorithm described above, the result was 920
papers.
The diagram below shows the result of applying the time-citation algorithm to
paper published after the year 2000. We divided the time into 2 periods: 20002009 and 2010-2019.
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Figure 1. The result of the applying the time-citation algorithm to paper
published after the year 2000
- The papers that were not available were removed from the list. This reduced
the list to 791 papers.
- By applying the first inclusion criteria, we ended up with a list of 245 papers.
- Applying the second inclusion criteria brought down the list to 191 papers.
The table below shows how the papers were screened from the initial number to
the final selection.
Step

Number of papers
Search

Scopus
Web of Science
Total

2,129
813
2,942
Exclusion criteria (applied to 2,942) papers
Removal of duplicates
2,125
Papers that are less than 6 pages
1,733
18

Papers published before the year
1,701
2000
Applying time-citation algorithm
920
Papers that are not available
791
Inclusion Criteria (applied to 791 papers)
In the domain of BP and BR
245
Introducing, extending or applying a
191
notation
Final papers used in the research

191

Table 2. Break down of the different stages of search and filtering
3.5 Data Extraction Strategy
The data extraction strategy ensures that the extraction of data is systematic and
unbiased. We developed a data extraction table following the recommendations
proposed by several studies [4, 7, 9].
Data Extraction Form
The data extraction form helps to extract information from the final list of
papers. The form is composed of 3 sections. Each section consists of a set of data
extracted from the paper. The first section consists of the paper’s metadata such as
the title, the author and the year of publication. The second section extracts data
about the context of the study. This includes the industry, the objective of the
study, findings and limitations. The final section extracts information useful to
answer our research questions. This includes the notations being used, automation
and tool support, etc.
Each paper was reviewed and the corresponding data columns in the table were
extracted and filled accordingly. Another reviewer cross-checked the tables. All
questions, discrepancies or differing views were resolved by consensus.
The data extraction table is shown in Table 3.
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Data about the Paper

Identifier

Unique id of the paper

Title

Title of the paper

Authors

Authors of the paper

Publication Year

Year of publication of the paper

Citations

Number of citations

Data about the Context of
the Study
Industry

Industry coverage of the paper

Study Objective

The objective of the application of business rules

Main findings

Main findings of the paper

Main limitations

Main limitations of the paper

Modeling notations data
Notation
Notation type

The notation being used.
Introducing new notation, extending or applying an
existing notation

Expressivity

The aspects of the process that is being captured.

Tool support

Tool support available for the notation

Automation/execution
support

Whether or not the notation allows for automation

Modeling Scenario

Scenario where the rules have been applied

BR Integration

How the business rules are integrated within the model

Table 3. Data Extraction Table
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3.6 Statistics
The final list of papers used in this research consists of 191 papers. The majority
of the papers that have passed the criteria come from the last decade. This could be
due to the fact that declarative modeling and business rule modeling has attracted
the attention of researchers and business experts in the last decade. The figure
below shows the distribution of papers across the years starting from the year
2000.

Figure 2. Number of papers extracted by year
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4. Data Synthesis and Reporting
Analysis was carried on the data after data extraction. A framework for
classifying how business rules are modeled was created. We used the data
extracted from the papers in the structure shown in Table 3 to answer the research
question. Through that, we were able to develop the classification framework.
4.1 Data Synthesis
We present here the results of the SLR by answering the research questions
listed in Section 2. As stated in the main research question we try to explore the
criteria that can be used as a basis for defining a framework for the modeling
business rules. The rest of this section is divided into subsections with each
subsection focusing on a different research question. We try to answer each
question using the data extracted from the list of papers that we have selected in
Section 3.
4.1.1 Notations (RQ1)
What notations exist that can be used to model business rules and decisions?
In recent years, there have been strides to come up with ways in which business
rules can be incorporated into business process modeling. Prior to that, imperative
approaches have mostly been used to model business processes. Nowadays, a
number of notations exist that can be used to incorporate business rules of an
organization in process models. There are other notations such eXtended Tabular
Tree (XTT) [156] that are exclusively used to model business rules of an
organization. These notations are sometimes used in combination with imperative
notations, where business processes are modeled without explicitly defining the
rules that govern these processes. Some of the available notations are discussed
below.
Looking at the notations that use a declarative approach for business process
modeling, Dynamic Condition Response graphs (DCR graphs) offer the user the
ability to capture and manage business processes in a declarative fashion [15, 21,
19]. It is a constraint-based graphical notation that supports the capturing and
continuous adaptation of business rules and business processes through immediate
simulation. Like most declarative process modeling languages, DCR graphs
capture the order of events and the rules that govern them [24]. Declare is another
declarative process modeling approach that is used for modeling and executing
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loosely structured business processes [40]. Declare is the combination of a formal
semantics based on Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and a graphical representation
for modeling [54]. Like DCR Graph, Declare focuses on modeling what should be
done in a business process as opposed to how things should be done [40]. This is
achieved by introducing rules in the model that constrain the execution of the
process. The flow of activities in this case, is implicitly specified as any execution
that is within the constraints without violating them [40, 26]. The Declare notation
has given rise to other Declare-based notations. DeciClare [70], ARNE [78] and
HiDec [79] are some of these notations. Others include Object-Centric Behavioral
Constraint (OCBC) [82], and Multi-Perspective Declare (MP-Declare), an
extension of Declare to model multiple perspectives such as data and time [27, 28,
37, 46 and 77].
Another declarative notation is Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM) [165, 164, 166],
a declarative modeling notation that is used to model case or artifact lifecycles
[165]. Event-Condition-Action (ECA) [146, 145, 125] as well as other notations
such as Drools [123, 124] and Event-Condition-Expectation [122], which follow
the ECA approach to modeling business processes and business rules, are also
declarative in nature. ECA, as the name implies, is a specification of business rules
in a declarative fashion where the rule consists of an event that triggers the rule, a
condition that is tested and if true causes the action to take place, and an action that
is executed if the condition is true [123]. Alloy is also a declarative language for
modeling software specifications and constraints [121].
Imperative or procedural modeling approach has also been used to model
business processes with business rules. Here, the business rules are either
implicitly modeled or modeled using a separate notation which the imperative
modeling notation communicates with during execution. The most prominent
imperative modeling notations are Business Process Modeling Notation BPMN
and Petri Nets [150, 154]. BPMN is a graphical notation for the specification of
business processes in the form of a process diagram. BPMN follows a similar
pattern to the UML activity diagrams. Although BPMN notations are imperative,
extensions of the notation such as BPMN2 [132, 138] and BPMN-D [137] have
been known to support declarative specification of business rules while still partly
maintaining the imperative approach. r-BPMN follows a hybrid approach to
modeling where BPMN is integrated with REWERSE Rule Markup Language
[139, 140], while in vBPMN, BPMN is combined with R2ML [141]. In [133, 134],
business rules are represented in the form of a decision table schema, resulting in a
BPMN model integrated with business rules.
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Petri Nets is a modeling notation for the specification of distributed systems. It
is a bi-directional graph consisting of nodes and places. The nodes are used to
represent transitions and the places are used to represent conditions. Directed
arrows represent which conditions (places) are conditional for the occurrence of
which transitions (nodes). The most popular extension of Petri Nets is Colored
Petri Nets (CPN). All the properties of Petri Nets are preserved in CPN. In
addition, a distinction between different tokens is allowed in CPN. The color
denotes a data value attached to the token. It is also possible to define complex
types for colors, but tokens in a particular place are usually of the same type (color
set). [Song et al, 154] proposed an extension to Petri Nets modeling notation by the
addition of sensor data. The result is a notation called Context Aware Petri Nets
(CAPN). The sensor data is represented as context information within the model.
Other imperative notations include Conceptual Graph [167, 168] and BPEL [160,
64].
Another class of notations consists of those notations where business rules are
modeled without the business process. Semantics of Business Vocabulary and
Business Rules (SBVR) was introduced by the Object Management Group (OMG)
as a standard for the specification of business knowledge and business rules. These
rules are specified in controlled natural language that can be understood by humans
and can be interpreted by the system [83]. [Bollen, 102] introduced SBVR and
argued that most, if not all types of business rules can be modeled using SBVR.
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [126 - 129] is a rule language for the
specification of business knowledge or ontologies. A number of languages with
varying syntaxes and specifications constitute the OWL, with formal semantics
built upon W3C Resource Description Framework RDF. Another rule language
Rule Markup Language or Rule Modeling Language (RuleML) is a family of rule
languages for the specification of business rules using mostly an XML schema
[130]. RuleML has been extended in the legal domain in [Governatori et al, 131]
with the introduction of LegalRuleML, which can be used to specify Legal
knowledge and support for legal requirements. eXtended Tabular Trees (XTT)
[156] is a specification based on Attribute Logic for the representation of business
knowledge and business rules. The notation provides a visual representation of
rules in a logical and efficient way. XTT differs from other languages in that it has
an explicit structure as opposed to flat rule sets. The structure consists of tables
(representing groups of rules) and inter-table links (allowing switching control
between tables) forming a decision tree structure [157, 159]. Other BR languages
include Fuzzy Control logic (FCL) [169, 170] and Semantic Business Process
Modeling Language (SBPML) [171, 172].
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So far, we have identified different types of notations. We have also identified
the different modeling approaches that the notations follow. We have identified
declarative notations such as Declare and DCR graphs. We were also able to
identify imperative notations such as Petri Nets and BPMN. Another approach that
was identified is the conditional or business rules modeling approach where the
notations are used to represent business rules exclusively without specifying other
aspects of the business process. This approach is seen in notations such as XTT
and RuleML. The table below shows the notations and the papers where the
notations have been studied. This lays the groundwork for identifying our
framework and provides a basis for answering the other research questions.
Notation

References

DCR Graphs

15,16,17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25

Declare

26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48,
49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68,
69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 142, 143, 144, 145,
146, 148
27, 37, 38, 46, 51, 77

MP-Declare
SBVR
Alloy

83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100,101,
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115,
116, 117, 118
119, 120, 121

ECA / Drools

146, 145, 183, 122, 123, 124, 125

OWL

126, 127, 128

RuleML

129, 130, 131

BPMN

132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 94

Petri Nets

150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155

XTT

156, 157, 158, 159, 160

BRL

161, 163, 163

GSM

164, 165, 166

FCL

169, 170

SBPM

171, 172

Conceptual Graph

167, 168

Table 4. Languages / Notations and their reference
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4.1.2 Expressivity (RQ2)
What perspective can the business rule modeling notations capture?
This section explores the expressivity of the notations. By answering this
question, we provide an overview to the user on the capabilities of the notations
being examined. This will help the user in understanding what aspects of the
business process can be modeled using each notation. Some notations allow the
representation of data, resources and actors while some of these features are not
captured in other notations. The intended use case of the user and the aspects of the
business process that need to be captured will determine which notation is best
suited for their use case. Below we give a description of the aspects of the business
process captured by the identified notations and how these aspects are represented
in using these notations.
DCR Graphs has no data representation [15]. The graphical notation allows the
user to specify activities or events (a part of an activity that the system can keep
track of [19]), represented as boxes [15, 20, 21]. The activities are annotated with
names and actors (role or participant) or principals (persons, processors, services)
[16]. Roles are also assigned to principals [16]. Each activity has a color that
determines its status. Grey means that the activity is not currently executable, red
means the activity is required and greyed out means the activity is not executable
anymore [15]. An Activity represented with dashed boxes is excluded initially and
could be included by another activity [22]. This means that the inclusion of that
activity is dependent on the execution of another activity. that Activities can be
assigned to multiple roles [17]. DCR Graph activities are constrained by activity
relations or constraints [17].
Another declarative notation that has taken the attention of researchers in recent
years is Declare. Activities and constraints are the components of a Declare model.
Constraints can be mandatory, represented by continuous line, and thus must be
fulfilled, or optional constraints, which can be violated [41]. Activities represent
the tasks within the process at an atomic level. Constraints constrain the activities
and determine the way in which these activities are to be executed [29]. Declare
consists of over 20 different constraint templates from which business rules can be
modeled in the form of dependencies between activities in the business process
[26]. These templates are grouped into three sets, existence, negation and relation
templates. Existence or cardinality constraints are modeled as numbers above the
box that represents the activity with cardinality (e.g., 0; N..M). These numbers
specify how many units of that activity must be executed [29]. Relation and
negation constraints are represented graphically using a set of annotated links
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between activities. The whole semantics of the notation is captured in Linear
Temporal Logic (LTL) [26]. A number of notations have been derived from
Declare, giving the notation a more robust expressivity and improving the way the
modeler uses the notation.
MP-Declare is an extension of Declare that can be used to model constraints
over both control-flow data flow as well as time dimensions of a process [37, 77].
The formal semantics of MP-Declare is based on Metric First-Order Linear
Temporal Logic (MFOTL). DeciClare [70] is an extension of Declare that can be
used to capture the time perspective, the resource perspective and the data
perspective of a business process. Time Declare is an extension of Declare that
captures the time perspective where all constraints are annotated with interval
times specifying the time distance between activity occurrences [76]. For example,
timed response between two activities A and B specifies that when activity A
occurs activity B should eventually follow within the specified time interval.
In SBVR, business knowledge is represented in two parts: 1. Representing
business vocabularies, 2. Representing business rules [90]. Business vocabulary
consists of a set of concepts that can be used to describe how to conduct a business.
These concepts are specified using names, verbs etc. [90]. Noun concepts or Object
types [85, 89, 95] are used to represent objects in the business process such as
Order, Employee, etc. [84, 85, 95]. An individual concept represents a qualified
noun or an instance of the Object type, e.g., “Birmingham” [85, 89, 95]. The
relationships between concepts are represented as Fact types, e.g, Order contains
OrderLine [84]. Fact types are constrained by business rules that build upon these
fact types: Order contains at least one OrderLine [85, 89]. These rules can be
behavioral (relating to how to execute a business entity) or structural (dealing with
organizational setups) [89]. A Characteristic, associated with an object, represents
the abstraction of a property of that object. For instance, the name of a bank, where
name is a characteristic of the object type bank [85, 89, 107]. SBVR concepts are
represented using different fonts. Noun concepts are represented using the term
font (green). Blue is the verb font used to represent verb concepts. Linguistic
particles such as prepositions and conjunctions, which help to give meaning to
statements, are represented using the keyword font (red) [84]. In addition to these
concepts, SBVR also supports the representation of deontic and alethic logic [86,
98]. Restricted qualifications such as at most and at least, are also supported in
SBVR. In addition to specifying business rules, an SBVR vocabulary can also be
used to represent roles, data objects or activities without any business rules
specified over them [106]. There is no specific syntax that is enforced in SBVR but
it is flexible and allows different notations [106]. Since meanings are separated
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from representations in SBVR, it is possible to have several representations for one
meaning. These representations can be words, sounds or figures [84].
SBVR was extended in [84, 115] so as to support representation of agents or
actors, events, activities and process statements. The result was a framework called
EM-BrA2CE, where these concepts as well as all the other SBVR concepts can be
modeled. In EM-BrA2CE, a business process instance consists of activities. These
activities have a specified duration and are performed by an agent. Events reflect
the change in the lifecycle of an activity [83, 115]. EM-BrA2CE also supports the
representation of control-flow and organizational aspects as well as data
constraints [84].
Alloy can be used to model data (sets and relations), formulas or rules, which
are used to constrain the data, and provides a set of commands that invoke the
Alloy analyzer to check the validity of those rules [119]. Formulas are structured
with the help of predicates, which are parameterized boolean functions. Alloy has a
syntax similar to OCL, but the main difference between Alloy and OCL is the
presence of imperative elements in OCL, whereas Alloy is fully declarative [121].
ECA rules capture the dynamic behavior as well as rules in a business process
[146]. The extension of this notation ECAA, proposed in [146], captures
alternative actions in case the condition is not fulfilled. Linking business rules
allows modeling sequential actions in ECAA [146]. An event is raised once the
preceding action is complete triggering the current action, thus allowing linking
business rules. Parallel actions (AND split) alternative actions (OR split) and
iterations of actions (loop) are also captured by ECAA. Other modeling options
captured by ECAA are event sequences, periodical events, event selection and
time. The time can be absolute, relative or repeated. The details of these
components can be found in [146]. ECAA also allows modeling actors (persons
and application systems) and data. ECAPE (event-condition-action-post-conditionevent), an extension of ECA allows the modeling of post-conditions that are
evaluated after the action in an ECA rule has been completed [147]. ECA can also
be used to capture time constraints [184] between events, a feature that is very
important especially in financial trading [184]. To deal with expectations and
implement a new approach (Event-Condition-Expectation) based on Drools’
Event-Condition-Action, the work presented in [122] exploited drools fusion.
Drools Fusion is capable of modeling different aspects of a business process. Fact
classes can be annotated with meta-data, which the engine considers as payloads of
events [122]. The engine also manages temporal information, which can be passed
as part of class instance fields or by the engine. In addition to managing events and
conditions and performing the required actions, Drools Fusion was extended in
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[122] to handle and manage expectations. Expectations are defined in [122] as the
expected behaviors resulting from triggering of an event. The resulting actions are
checked for fulfilment or violation of the expectations. The drools rule engine
takes an object-oriented approach inspired by the RETE [123] algorithm. Custom
operators and fuzzy logic are also supported by Drools [123].
In [126], OWL-S was used for its rich semantics that can be used to describe
web services. It consists of a profile, a process model and a grounding. The profile
gives a description of what the service does [126]. The process model describes
how it works and encompasses all the components of a process such as input and
output, conditions, and results. The grounding on the other hand specifies the
manner in which the web service can be accessed. [126] argued that the OWL
notation in comparison to RDFS (Resource Description Framework Schema),
offers a much higher expressive power for the description of complex processes. In
addition, all the business rules relating to the healthcare domain can be modeled
using OWL, according to [126]. In particular, all the resources related to the
healthcare domain can be captured using this notation including people and assets.
OWL also supports the definition of properties for data and objects. Table 5
provides a description of these properties. OWL 2, an extension of OWL, supports
data types and has an extended collection of data types [202].

Table 5. Owl’s Data properties and Object properties [202]
RuleML’s XML syntax can be used for knowledge representation [129].
RuleML is capable of capturing derivation rules (derived from other statements or
calculations), integrity rules (assertions that must be fulfilled during execution) or
reaction rules (conditions to be executed when a certain event occurs) [129].
RuleML also captures objects, entities and resources [130]. RuleML was extended
in [131]. Legal metadata and legal operators (deontic and behavioral) operators
were added to RuleML. The extension allows the representation of all Legal
knowledge and support for legal requirements.
Although not explicitly covering business rules, BPMN is the most extensively
studied notation with a lot of resources available for the notation. BPMN2 [132]
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can be used to model temporal dimensions that specifies the time needed to
execute an activity. Other aspects such as events, control flow and information
flow can also be modeled. In addition to duration, the start and end time of an
activity can also be modeled. Time duration cycle and dates are supported as timer
events in BPMN2 [94]. BPMN captures events, flow connectors, activities and
choices of a business process. An activity represents an execution step and is
modeled as a rounded rectangle in the graphical notation [137]. Flow connectors,
represented as edges, represent the ordering of nodes. The same elements are
inherited by BPMN-D [137]. In addition, connectors in BPMN-D could also mean
that other activities can be performed between the two activities being connected
by the arc (“loose” ordering). Two of the loose connectors are inclusive flow and
exclusive flow, which are differentiated by the annotation “in” and “ex”
respectively and a set of tasks T that are to be executed 0 or more times while
traversing the arc from one node to another [137] (see figure 7 below).

Figure 3. BPMN-D activity nodes
rBPMN combines BPMN using its rich syntax in representing business
processes and its wide acceptability and R2ML [140]. BPMN is used to model
events, activities and gateways. Gateways are used to represent decisions for
merging and splitting control flow. In addition pools representing participants are
also modeled using the BPMN notation [140].
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Colored Petri Nets [150] combines the modeling capabilities of Petri Nets and
the CPN ML programming language. Petri nets are graphs of nodes. The nodes
consist of places and transitions. A place represents a condition and a transition
represents an event [151]. An arc in the form of a directed edge connects a place
and a transition. Token distributions over places represent markings. When all the
input places of a transition contain a token, it becomes enabled and can be fired. A
token is moved from each input place into the output places of the transition when
the transition is fired [151].
XTT2 is a notation for the representation of business knowledge and inference
control. The notation provides visual and logical representation of business rules
[156]. Rules in XTT2 are represented in groups with shared context into decision
tables that are interconnected with each other [156, 157, 158, 159, 160].
The GSM BA (Business Artifact) is an approach for modeling decision intensive
business processes using the GSM framework, where both data and process are
integrated into one unified framework [164]. This approach supports parallelism
and the representation of activity lifecycles. GSM is a declarative approach to
process lifecycle modeling. The lifecycle in GSM consists of stages. Each stage in
the lifecycle consists of activities or tasks. A stage can be atomic, where tasks are
stored without nesting; or composite where sub-stages are nested within the
composite stage [164]. Some of the tasks supported within a stage include
assignment, tasks performed by humans, creation of BA instances, and service
invocation. In each stage, there is at least one milestone and one guard. A GSM
model consists of two attributes: data and status. Status represents the status of a
milestone or a stage [165, 166]. A stage is either open or close depending on the
Boolean value of its status. The status of a milestone can either be true or false
representing whether the milestone has been achieved or not. Business rules are
captured using the ECA rule definition, which defines for each event, which
conditions causes the status to change, invoking an action [165, 167]. The EC part
of a rule in GSM is called sentry [166, 167], which can either be plus sentry
indicating that a milestone has been achieved or a stage has become open [165,
166]. Events can be distinguished as either internal or external [165].
Conceptual graphs (CGs) offer the capabilities of modeling business processes
at different levels [167]. They can serve as a language at conceptual level that
system analysts and business representatives can use to communicate and share
ideas using their rich, simplified graphical schemas. At implementation level, CGs
can be used for representing different components of a business workflow system
ranging from databases, knowledge and inference engines [167]. CGs can also be
mapped to other first logic standards and can also serve as a connecting tool
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between different types of visual, formal and natural languages [167]. A CG
consists of concepts and relations. An arc links a concept with a relation, but
cannot be used to link two concepts or two relations directly. The simplest form of
conceptual graph given in [167] is “A cat is on a mat" represented as [Cat]− >
(On)− > [Mat]. Cat and Mat are concepts and are linked by the relation “On”. The
concepts have types and a referent. For instance, cat is the concept type and the
referent for that concept is blank. The referent represents the quantifier and a blank
referent denotes existential quantifier. Relations in CG also have types along with a
valence, which must be a positive integer. In the example above, the type is “On”
and the valence has a signature <Cat, Mat>, with a value of 2 [167]. Graphically,
concepts are represented as rectangles and relations are shown as ovals [167].
Actors are represented as diamonds.
Fuzzy Control Logic (FCL) was used in [169] to capture the norms of a business
process or the conditions upon which the process needs to be executed. FCL is
used to capture deontic logic, which includes permissions, obligations, negations
and violations [169]. The structure of an FCL rule is r: A1,…,An =>B. r represents
the name of the rule, A1,…,An represent the premises, B represents the conclusion
[169]. FCL also handles a superiority relation between rules by determining the
relative strengths of the rules and prioritizing the stronger rule over the weaker one
in cases of conflicts in the conclusions [169].
Notation

Aspects of BP captured by the notation

DCR Graphs

- Activities
- Actors, roles
- Activity relations / constraints
- Events
- Activity nesting
- Activities,
- Constraints based on constraint templates
- Temporal perspective
- Optional Behaviors
- Resources (DeciClare)
- Hierarchical dimension
- Data perspective (MP-Declare, DeciClare)
- Business vocabulary (Objects, fact types)
- Business rules
- Actors, events, activities and process types (EMBRACE)
- Time (EMBRACE)
- Control flow and data (EMBRACE)
- Deontic and alethic logic

Declare
Declare

SBVR

MP-
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Alloy

ECA

OWL

RuleML
BPMN

Petri Nets

- Data types and activity type
- Data
- Rules
- Time
- Objects
- Events
- Activity
- Rules
- Event sequence
- Time
- Actors
- Data
- Rules
- Resources (actors, assets)
- Data
- Object types, data types
- Deontic and behavioral rules
- Events, activities, choices, flow connectors
- Temporal aspect (BPMN2)
- Business rules (rBPMN)
- Actors and resources
- Business rules (CPN)
- Events and conditions

XTT

- Business rules

GSM

FCL

- Data
- Activities
- Constraints (ECA)
- Events
- Deontic logic

SBPM

-

Conceptual Graph

-Concepts and relations

Table 6. Notations and the components they capture
In this section, we have looked at the notations we derived from the literature in
the previous section and examined what aspect of the business process and
business rules they can capture. We also provided an overview in the form of a
table describing each notation and what aspects it captures. This will give the user
a summary of what the notations can capture and which notation is best suited for
their individual needs.
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4.1.3 Business rules representation (RQ3)
How are these rules integrated within business process models?
We have so far identified notations that are used to capture business rules. We
have also looked at the expressive capabilities of these notations. This question is
now focusing on how business rules are integrated into business process modeling
notations. In some languages, the business rules are expressed in terms of business
process models. Other notations represent business rules in a way that they are
supposed to be connected to a process model. Finally, some notations do not have
a mechanism for representing business rules at all, but rely on other notations to
represent these rules. Answering this question will help the user in deciding how to
handle their business rules, either as a part of a business process model or as a
separate entity.
DCR graphs, like any declarative process modeling notation, can be used to
model business processes along with business rules. The rules or constraints
determine what is not to be violated in the process execution [15, 16, 17]. The way
how to execute the process is left to the user as long as the constraints are not
violated. Business rules or constraints are represented in DCR graphs as arrows
linking activities together. Condition, response, exclusion and inclusion constraints
can be modeled [15, 23, 24]. A Conditional constraint is represented as a directed
arrow with a dot at the tip (A
B). A is a condition for B if for activity B to occur
A must have occurred before. Response constraint is represented as a directed
arrow with a dot preceding the arrow (A
B). In this case, activity B must occur
with every occurrence of activity A. Exclusion constraint is represented as
(A %B), which means activity A excludes activity B. Inclusion on the other hand
is represented as (A +B), which means when activity B cannot be executed until
activity A occurs which includes it. Finally, A wB denotes a milestone response,
meaning that A has B as a response but, in this case, B cannot be executed if A is
not [16].
In Declare, business rules are represented as constraints that are generated from
constraint templates. These templates form the grouping upon which business rules
are classified and integrated into a declarative business process model. In [26], the
templates are grouped into three main classes: existence, relation and negation
templates. Business rules are modeled as a relationship between tasks. Each
constraint has a value on a process execution that can be either true if the constraint
is fulfilled, or false in case of violation of the constraint [26]. The constraints are
usually modeled graphically as edges linking one activity to another. An example
is the response constraint, which specifies that activity B must be executed
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eventually after every occurrence of activity A [26]. Figure 4 provides the
semantics of all Declare constraints templates and their graphical representation.

Figure 4. Declare constraint templates [26]
In Figure 4, Init(A) and End(A) specify respectively that task A must be the first
and the last activities to be executed in a process instance. Absence(A) means that
A must not occur in the process instance. Choice (A, B) ensures that either or both
A and B occur eventually in the process execution. The complete description of all
the constraints can be found in [26].
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In Timed-Declare [45, 54, 60], the constraints are annotated with time intervals.
In Figure 5, the response constraint G(A → F[t1,t2]B) implies that the occurrence of
A at a time t necessitates the occurrence of B within the interval [t+t1, t+t2]. In
[45], it is noted that negative constraints can be used to express latencies, whereby
the accomplishment of an activity requires at least a minimum amount of time to
be executed. A case like this is the not response G(A → ¬(F[0,t1]B)). Here, if
activity A is executed at a specific time t, then activity B must not occur in the
interval [t, t + t1] [45]. A more detailed representation of all the Timed-Declare
constraints is found in [54].

Figure 5. Timed-Declare constraints templates [45]

Figure 6. A simple TConDec-R Process Model [32]
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In [32], the notion of temporal constraints was introduced. Figure 6 gives an
overview of some constraints expressed in TConDec-R, the notation used in [32].
This diagram (represented as Acts={(A,1h),(B,6h)}) is a simple TConDec-R model
consisting of two activities, A and B. Each activity is annotated with an estimated
duration. Activity A takes 1 hour and activity B takes 6 hours. The constraints in
this model are: (1) Exactly(A, 3) and (2) Exactly(B,2), which are cardinality
constraints stating that A must be executed three times and B must be executed
twice, (3) Precedence(A,B), stating that A must be executed before B. Another
constraint in the model is (4) TimeLagEndStart(A,B,2h,4h), which means that for
each execution of an instance of A, there must be an instance of B executed with a
time lag between 2 and 4 hours. The constraint DailyScheduleStart(A,8am,10am)
signifies that each execution of A must be started between 8 and 10 am.
In SBVR according to [84], rules are always constructed by applying necessity
or obligation to fact types. Business rules are integrated into a model as constraints
over fact types [84]. Each business rule is formulated based on at least one fact
type and can be organizational or behavioral [85, 89, 100, 101, 107]. According to
[96], applying obligation or necessity to a fact type generates a business rule. For
instance the statement “Order must contain at least one OrderLine” is a business
rule [84]. To model business rules in SBVR, there are a number of keywords that
are built-in within the notation that combine term, verb, name and fact type to form
a business rule [90]. These words are categorized, according to [90], into
qualification, modal and logical keywords. Figure 7 shows a simple business rule
stated in SBVR-SE (SBVR- Structured English) [92].

Figure 7. Different components of an SBVR statement [92]
In [93], a tabular description of the different types of business rules in SBVR
was presented. A classification of business rules into structural or organizational
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(alethic) and behavioral (deontic) was presented as shown in Table 8. Along with
that, examples were also given.

Table 7. Deontic and Alethic rules in SBVR [93]
Business rules are represented as assertions in Alloy. These formulas serve to
constrain the data within the model [119]. The rules are presented as assertions
and they use functions and facts within the model to constrain the model [120]. An
example of a simplified alloy formula is given in Figure 8 below. The model is
used to fetch a page from its owner or from cache. The detailed explanation of the
function is found in [120]. The main point of interest here is the assertion which
represents business rule. The expectation is that every time the function is called, a
fresh page is returned. The rule in this regard ensures that the new page is checked
for freshness.
module webcache
sig Time {}
sig URL {}
sig Server {page: Time -> URL ->? Page} part sig Cache, Owner extends Server
{} sig Page {life: set Time}
fact OwnerFreshness { all s: Owner, t: Time,
u: URL, p: Page |
(t -> u -> p) in s.page =>
t in p.life }

fun Get (t,t’:Time, c:Cache, o:Owner, u:URL, p:Page) {
c.page[t’] in c.page[t]
+ o.page[t] {u:URL, p:Page |
t’ not in p.life} p in
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(c+o).page[t’][u]

}

assert Freshness {
all t,t’:Time, c:Cache,
o:Owner, u:URL, p:Page | Get (t, t’, c, o, u, p) => t’ in p.life }
check Freshness

Figure 8. A simple Alloy formula [120]

Drools representation of business rules takes the ECA rule approach [123, 124],
where each event is evaluated against a given condition. If the condition holds,
then an action is taken otherwise an alternative action is taken. This rule modeling
approach was extended in [123] to support expectations where an expected
outcome is already decided so the action can be checked for fulfilment or violation
of the expectations. An example of ECA rule in drool is given in figure 9 below
that catches rule violation.
declare Message @role(event) end
rule "CEP Rule Example"
when
$m: Message( $s: sender, $r: receiver, content == "HELO")
not Message ( sender == $r , receiver == $s ,
content == "+ACK", this after[0,5s] $m )
then
log("Acknowledgement expected, not received in 5
seconds");
end

Figure 9. A simple Drools ECA rule [122]
In the OWL notation, business rules are represented as relations between
Actions [127]. The rules are represented in OWL as properties and can be one of
three constraint types [127]: hasDependency, which is an object property that
stipulates that if another action has been executed, the action, which possesses the
property can also be executed. hasExclusionInParallel prevents two actions from
being executed in parallel. hasExclusionInSequency prevents two actions from
being executed in sequence [127]. Derivation business rules [127] or low-level
business rules [126] representing business logic are represented in the OWL
ontology. These types of rules have been represented in [126, 127, 201] using the
Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [127]. In [128], rules were represented
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using SWRL as well as OWL. Below is the representation of a rule in OWL
language, where the composition of the parent property and the brother property
results in the uncle property. That is the brother of a parent is an uncle. The
variables are conventionally prefixed with a question mark. The left hand side of
the equation is called the antecedent and the right hand side is called the
consequent. This forms the “IF something DO something” logic representations
[127].
parent(?x,?y) ∧ brother(?y,?z) ∧=> uncle(?x,?z)

In RuleML, business rules are represented as XML constraints stored in a rule
base of the rule engine [129]. The rule representation is RuleML follows the IFTHEN format where an action is taken if a condition is fulfilled or an assertion
becomes true if a condition is fulfilled. The rule “A customer is “Premium” if their
spending has been min 5000 dollars in the previous year” is represented in
RuleML format as follows:
<Assert mapClosure="universal">
<Implies timesBlock="#t2" ruleType="defeasible" id="rule1">
<then timesBlock="#t1">
<Atom id="atm1">
<Rel>premium</Rel>
<Var>customer</Var>
</Atom>
</then>
<if timesBlock="#t1">
<Atom id="atm2" timesBlock="#t3">
<Rel>previous year spending</Rel>
<Var>customer</Var>
<Var>x</Var>
<Data>= 5000$ </Data>
</Atom>
</if >
</Implies>
</Assert>

In the BPMN notation, OCL notation has been used in [132] to model business
rules. OCL expressions represent business rules and are used as constraints over
BPMN classes [132]. [133] used the decision table schema to model business rules
which are applied over the model during execution. These rules are represented
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using the XTT2 modeling notation. An XTT2 rule is defined in [133] as the
equations:
ri = (condi, deci)
Condi represents the conditional part of the rule consisting of atomic formulas and
deci represents the decision part also consisting of valid atomic formulas. The
decision component of XTT2 also called the XTT2 decision table table is defined
as t = (r1, r2, …, ri)
A decision tree [134] was constructed and used to capture business rules applied to
a BPMN model [134]. SBVR has also been used to capture business rules over
BPMN processes in [135, 94]. REWERSE Rule Markup Language (R2ML), a rule
language was used in [139, 140] to capture business rules in BPMN processes. The
XML graphical aspect of R2ML makes it possible to use it along with the BPMN
notation [139].
In [150], business rules are modeled as XML inside the RULE file of the
Colored Petri Nets model. SBVR vocabulary was used in [155] to model business
rules in the Petri Nets models. In [151], business rules were represented using the
If…then rule format. From these rules, a Petri Nets model is generated. In XTT2,
business rules are represented using a decision table structure [156,157]. Similar
rules are grouped together in the same table [157]. These tables are interconnected
together within the system [156, 157, 158].
The ECA rules definition is used to model business rules in GSM [165, 165,
166]. The ECA rules form the logic or the guard of the stages. The guard
determines whether a stage is open or closed [164]. Once a guard or rule gets
triggered, the stage becomes active or open and the operations within an atomic
stage become initiated. The sub-stages within a composite stage also become ready
to be activated [164]. The EC (Event-Condition) part of the rules is called sentry
[165, 166]. A rule is composed of a sentry and an internal action [166]. Following
the ECA rule format, when an event is triggered, the condition is checked. If the
condition holds, then the internal action is executed. This action can be the opening
or closing of a stage, or reaching a milestone [166]
Originally, Conceptual Graphs (CGs) were not used to model business rules but
were used as part of a framework where CG serves as the notation for the
representation of the business and information system components [167]. Business
rules were stored in an active database in XML format [167]. In [168], CG was
extended with the addition of a rule base in the knowledge base component for the
storage and management of business rules [168].
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Fuzzy Control Logic (FCL) was used in [169] to model business rules in the
form of deontic logic. FCL is used to capture deontic logic, which includes
permissions, obligations, negations and violations [169]. FCL rules are represented
as norms in the form of r: A1, …., An => B, where r is the name of the rule which is
unique, A1, …, An form the premise of the rule and B represents the conclusion.
The premises are built from the following logical operators: ¬(negation), O
(obligation), P (permission), and !(violation/reparation) [169].
This section gave an overview of the different ways in which business rules can
be represented and integrated into business process models. We have seen that in
some notations, there is no explicit representation for the business rules, as such;
these notations rely on other notations for the representation of business rules.
These notations include BPMN, Petri Nets and CG. Other notations such as
RuleML, FCL and XTT are used purely for the representation of rules. Declarative
notations such as Declare and DCR graphs offer a more “process oriented”
approach where the rules represent the process model itself. With this knowledge,
the modelers can make a clear decision on which notations serve their purpose for
the representation of their business processes and business rules. In the next
section, we will examine the tools that are available supporting these notations.
4.1.4 Tool Support (RQ4)
What kind of tool support exists for the existing modeling notations?
Tool support is one of the most vital features of a notation. The users of a
notation require a tool in most cases in order to be able to make use of the notation.
Modeling tools allow the user to generate models of business process and business
rules. Execution tools enable the user to simulate or execute the generated models.
The absence of a modeling tool renders the notation unusable in practice.
Graphical modeling tools are also important especially to business experts with no
technical experience, allowing them to generate models using graphs and icons
while the tool generates the semantic representation behind them.
A number of tools have been implemented that support the use of DCR Graphs.
In [15], DCR Workbench was used for modeling DCR graphs. The tool helps to
model and visualize DCR Graphs. DCR workflow engine [16] is a multi purpose
tool, which includes a process model repository, an execution host for process
execution and a graphical editor for modeling and simulation. It also has a desktop
client that can be used to execute instances of DCR processes. A web client also
exists as well as a runtime verification tool and a model checker [16]. The
Exformatics tool was also used in [19, 25]. The tool consists of 2 main features, a
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graphical modeling environment for modeling and simulating DCR models, and
different web-services that can be used for, among other things, execution, storage,
visualization and verification of DCR graphs [19, 25]. The DCR Web tool for
modeling, executing and visualizing DCR Graphs has also been used in [17, 20,
21, 22 and 23]. DCR-based Transition System Miner was used in [24] to discover
DCR graphs from logs.
Declare is supported by many tools ranging from modeling tools, automated
discovery, conformance checking, and execution. The Declare Framework,
introduced in [41] and further presented in [40], consists of three core components,
Designer, Framework and Worklist. The designer is used to model the constraints
in a Declare model. The Framework component is used to manage the execution of
instances of the Declare model. The Worklist helps the user to access the active
instances of their Declare models, which are executed by the Framework. The
Declare framework has been used in [59, 66, 67, 69, 142]. Process mining tools
have also been used to discover Declare models. Some of these tools are MINERful [71, 68, 66, 144], a Declarative process-mining tool that is used to discover
Declare models and ProM [59], a multi faceted pluggable framework for process
mining. Some of the ProM plugins that have been implemented are the Declare
Checker [30, 31] and the Declare Analyzer (for conformance checking)[39], and
the Declare Miner and DecMiner [50] for the discovery Declare models from
execution traces [50]. Fusion Miner [52] is used to discover a combination of
procedural models and Declare models from logs.
An editor for SBVR called SBVR Structured Language Editor (SBVR SLE) that
can be used to define SBVR processes was proposed in [83]. The editor consists of
5 components (Figure 10): (1) package explorer that is used to manage files, (2)
outlook block that shows the vocabulary concepts, (3) editing interface, (4)
business rules and (5) questions. The tool is implemented with automatic error
checking to correct misspelled words. It also creates links between vocabularies
and between business rules and vocabulary concepts.
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Figure 10. Environment of an SBVR Structured Language Editor (SBVR
SLE) [83]
The most widely used Alloy tool is the Alloy Analyzer [199, 200, 201]. This is a
tool that is used to analyze Alloy models automatically by translating the models
into Boolean formulas. These formulas are then solved using SAT technology
[199]. The tool consists of a frontend and a backend. The frontend transforms the
input model into an intermediate representation, which is then converted into
Boolean formulas by the backend [199]. [199] also proposed a tool called Kato,
which accepts any Alloy model and, using declarative slicing, finds the optimal
model with improved performance in terms of execution.
The Drools engine is a tool for modeling business knowledge. The rule engine
of Drools allows the execution of business rules [122, 123]. The Drools engine was
used in [124, 125]. RbBPDL was used in [145] to model business processes using
the ECAPE notation, an extension of ECA. The tool captures five different
elements: participants (person, application, entity or web service), variables
(information processed or produced by the process), business activity, events and
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business rules. A prototype based on Drools was developed in [138] that has been
used to model ECA rules. Different components of drools such as Drool’s
modeling environment and execution engine were extended to support the
modeling and execution of event and context-aware business processes based on
ECA rules [138].
Concerning the OWL notation, [126] used the Protégé Ontology Editor. This
tool, developed by Stanford University is an editor for OWL. Attempto Controlled
English (ACE) editor was used to write business rules in ACE, which were then
mapped to the OWL notation [127]. [128] used the iWISE tool [128] to monitor
and improve OWL-based business processes.
ViDRE, a distributed service oriented rule engine for RuleML was proposed in
[129,130]. ViDRE is equipped with transformers that transform RuleML models
into concrete rule engines. These rules are made accessible by ViDRE as web
services so that business processes and applications can access them easily. ViDRE
also allows the modeling of rules, which can be executed in a service-oriented
manner.
[132] suggested the use of tools such as Enterprise Architect from Sparx
Systems or any other open source BPMN tool for modeling or adjusting the
BPMN2 models using graphical symbols and icons. In [133], PHILharmonicFlows
was suggested as a tool for combining business processes with data conditions. The
tool combines state-based object behavior and data driven execution of business
processes [133]. It also gives the user functionalities such as creating complex UI
components and prototype specification [133]. An editor for rBPMN was proposed
in [139, 140]. The editor, which was built upon the Eclipse GMF framework, can
be used to model any of the rBPMN rule types [140]. In [94], a plugin for the
design of SBVR rules was implemented as a part of the MagicDraw CASE tool in
a study that involves the integration of BPMN2 with SBVR rules.
CPN tools is an editor for CPN models and can be used to simulate and evaluate
the models [150, 154]. A plugin was implemented as part of the process-mining
tool ProM [152] for the mapping of activities in a process model and events in a
log generated by information systems. The activities in the model are mapped to
events within the log. This helps in carrying out conformance analysis and model
checking. The EMBRA2CE framework was used for modeling SBVR business
rules in [155], which were used to constrain Petri Nets models.
Mirella Designer [156] is an XTT modeling tool that supports visual design of
XTT-based models. It also provides an online verification tool. In addition, Mirella
Designer can be used to transform XTT models into Prolog-based rules [156].
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Oryx-HQEd Integrated Framework [157] was used to model XTT2 decision tables
for BPMN. XTT2 models can be opened in Oryx and edited in HQEd via a
network socket that connects the two frameworks together [157]. In [158], BPMN
models in XML format were transformed into XTT2 business rules model using
the BPMNtoXTT2 tool. Using a BPMN editor, such as the Eclipse modeler [158],
the XML representation of a BPMN model can be exported. This model is passed
as input to the BPMNtoXTT2 tool, which transforms the model into an XTT2
representation. HeaRT rule engine [158] can then be used to execute these XTT2based decision tables [158].
Barcelona GSM design and runtime environment is a tool that provides support
for the modeling and end-to-end execution of GSM BA processes. [166] proposed
a framework that can be used to split and outsource GSM schemas to other parties.
The framework restructures the GSM schema and applies locking protocols. This
ensures that multiple occurrences of events are serialized thus preventing race
conditions. It is also possible to execute the split by using an existing GSM engine
to allow the reuse of existing GSM engines. The authors plan to apply the
framework to CMMN. They also proposed, as part of future research to extend the
framework in order to cover multi-party outsourcing as well as multiple artifact
types [166].
A conceptual graph editor, called CharGer, was used in [167] to create CG
models. The tool offers capabilities for modeling and generating a diagram in
Conceptual Graphs Interchange Format (CGIF). Different image formats and as
well a natural language representation of the model can also be exported using this
tool [167]. In addition, XML representations of business rules can be exported in
CGIF format [167].
In conclusion, we have examined the different notations in this section and the
different tool support available for each notation. We have seen that notations such
as Declare are supported by several tools. It is easier to decide which notation to
choose by examining what functionalities should be supported for a given notation.
In this light, this section has provided the user with knowledge of the tool support
for the notations discussed so far.
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4.1.5 Execution /Automation (RQ5)
To what extent do the modeling notations support automation?
Process execution is another vital aspect of business process management that
allows the modeler to run the modeled processes and check the execution for
violations to find aspects of the business process that require improvements. As
such the availability of execution or automation mechanisms is very important for
a notation. In this section, we examine the notations with regards to automation or
execution support.
DCR graphs are executable models that can be automated using some of the
tools mentioned earlier. DCR Workbench provides an execution environment for
DCR based process models [15]. DCR Workflow Engine also has a web based
client app and a windows-based desktop client that can be used for the execution of
DCR graphs [16]. Another tool that can be used to execute DCR Graphs models is
the Exformatics tool [19,25].
The Declare framework allows the user to create different process instances and
execute them. Figure 11 shows the Declare framework’s worklist component [41].
The worklist contains two active process instances (listed on the left). The second
process instance is being executed. The execution environment shows that the
activity medication is being executed after executing the activity examination. The
activities at the center (fixation, surgery and cast) are disabled (greyed out) and
therefore cannot be executed. This is because of the precedence constraint between
x-ray and these activities and the fact that x-ray has not been executed. Activities
x-ray, examination and medication can be executed.
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Figure 11. Declare worklist window [41]
Constraints guide the activation and the execution of activities [41]. That is, any
activity that can be executed without violating the constraints is enabled. At the
end of the execution of an instance, all the constraints that are not optional must be
satisfied [41]. Each constraint in an instance can be in three states: satisfied
(green), violated (red) or temporarily violated (yellow) [41].
SBVR models can be executed using the tool proposed in [84], which in
addition to the design environment also has an execution environment that can be
used to run the generated SBVR models [84]. In [95], MDBT was used to
transform SBVR models into OCL and then further into executable state machine
and java code. SBEAVER generates Prolog and XML schemas [96] from SBVR
that can be automatically transformed into software artifacts.
Alloy models can be executed and verified using the Alloy Analyzer [199]. The
tool is used to convert Alloy models into Boolean formulas that can be then
executed. In [77], MP-Declare models were executed by transforming the models
into Alloy formulas, which are then executed using a web tool.
Drools Framework also manages and executes business processes [122, 125]. In
[125], each rule component is implemented as a Java class. These atomic classes
are executed in Drools classes. The ECA business rule classes are associated with a
workflow class and a rule class [125]. The Drools fusion was extended in [122] to
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support the management of expectations in the Event-Condition-Expectation rule
format by the execution of corresponding action autonomously in accordance with
the rules in case of fulfilment or violation [122].
In [126], the OWL ontology was used in the domain of healthcare to model
processes, patient context, resources and rules. The Protégé system was used to
model, execute and monitor the performance of an hospital workflow.
VIDRE, the tool for modeling RuleML rules can be used to execute distributed
business rules [129]. The rule Engine component of VIDRE has a rule base that is
responsible for storing business rules for execution [129, 130]. The data upon
which the rules are executed is stored in the working memory. A pattern matcher is
responsible for deciding which rules in the rule base are to be applied by checking
the content of the memory [130]. Using the pattern matcher, the inference engine
decides which rules are to be activated at any given point during the execution
[129, 130].
In [133], it was argued that a BPMN can be executable if it is suitable to be
deployed in a running BPM environment. For a model to be executable, it must
satisfy the execution guidelines by conforming to the sub-classes of execution
specified in the BPMN specification [133]. The execution of process models based
on BPMN and its derivatives have been discussed in [134, 135, 94] but the manner
in which the processes are executed and the environments were not discussed. The
remaining papers that cover BPMN and BPMN extensions have also discussed
process execution without going into details about how these processes are
executed by the execution engine. In [157], two solutions were proposed for the
execution of BPMN2 models with business rules. The first approach uses a
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) workflow executed in a BPEL
workflow engine that communicates with a rule engine, HeaRT (that executes
XTT2 decision tables), in such a way that the XTT2 rules are taken into
consideration when executing the BPEL workflow [157]. The second approach
involves the use of BPMN engines such as jBPMN that runs BPMN2 business
processes and the integration of the native workflow engine with HeaRT [157,
158].
The CPN tools used in [150, 154] can be used to simulate CPN-based models.
Executable CPN codes are generated in CPN ML, a high-level programming
language for executing CPN models.
GSM models can be fully executed using the Barcelona modeling and execution
environment [164]. By providing support for rapid model-driven development and
end-to-end execution, this tool allows modeling, management and execution of
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GSM models [164]. Another GSM execution engine has been introduced in [166]
as a way to execute GSM models shared by different parties.
Looking at all the notations, we have seen that virtually all have some execution
environment. For some of the notations, the modeling environment also supports
execution and for others, the models have to be imported into the execution
environment, which is either a separate engine or a component within the same
process execution engine.
4.1.6 Modeling Scenario (RQ6)
In which scenarios have these notations been applied?
Looking at the areas where a notation has been applied will guide the modelers
in choosing what notation best suits their needs.
DCR Graphs have been applied to numerous studies involving different types of
business processes. DCR Graphs were used to model a Mortgage application [15],
a cross-organizational case management system [16, 23] and to support the
execution of the business process of a funding agency [17]. DCR Graphs have also
been applied on the case management of hospital patients [25] as well as to
generate dynamic evaluation forms [20] used a post-hoc evaluation form for a
Danish arbitration court.
The most widely used declarative notation, Declare, has been used to model and
analyze a wide range of business processes. For example, a log of a hospital that
records cancer treatment was used to discover MP-Declare models in [27]. Logs
from hospitals, banks and the academic sector have also been mined in order to
verify case studies involving discovery and conformance checking of Declare
models [30, 31, 37, 38, 39, 43, 45]. Declare has also been used to model clinical
processes in the context of ovarian carcinoma surgery [32]. Other areas where the
Declare notation has been applied include insurance claim handling [63, 53],
incident and problem management cases [47, 75], and course plan verification and
checking of enrollment history [143].
SBVR has also been applied in quite a number of scenarios. It has been used to
model a process involving Item sales system [85, 107], in the EU-Rent process [88,
91, 102, 109], an auctioning service [89] and a car rental process [90]. In [101]
three processes were modeled for case studies involving the UK taxation policy
program, a bank fund transfer policy and a segment of a large legacy insurance.
SBVR has also been used to model business rules for a hospital alert system [104.
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116] as well as to model the business rules regulating processes of the Bank of
England [117].
Alloy has been used in three different scenarios in [119]: to model a binary
search tree, a red-black tree and a double-linked list. The experiments were carried
out in order to improve the performance in checking Alloy models in terms of
execution time. The Firewire ‘tree identify’ protocol model was used along with
small studies in [120] in order to validate the study on debugging overconstraint in
declarative models [120].
Drools’ rule engine was used in [122] in a medical case study. In [123], the Iris,
Balance Scale and Glass datasets were used to perform an experimental modeling
using the ECA approach. The study focused on learning business rules with
association rules [123]. A decision support was modeled in [124] in the domain of
tourism.
In [126], the OWL ontology was used in the domain of healthcare to model
processes, patient context, resources and rules. In [202], OWL was used to model
the organization of a political event.
A supply-chain management case was modeled using RuleML in [129, 130] in
the domain of computer manufacturing to validate the feasibility of VIDRE.
RuleML was applied in the legal domain in [131].
In [134], a healthcare case study for the standardization of risk screening
processes was carried out to validate the use of business rule management in
BPMN2. A bookstore case study was implemented in [139] taking into account
variabilities such as the customer discount, book availability, customer decision in
case the book is available, decision to return the book, payment rollback and so on.
These variabilities are modeled as business rules. A service-oriented healthcare
management system was modeled as a proof of concept in [140] to support the
feasibility of the rBPMN notation.
In [150], a case study modeling the calculation of parcel and letter costs for a
post rate service using the CPN notation is presented. A collection of processes
from the BIT process library was modeled in [152]. The processes include telecom,
financial services and other domains.
XTT was used in [156] to model a process involving vehicle insurance products.
In [157, 158], XTT2 was used in a case study involving the integration of BPMN
with XTT2-based rules. The case study was carried out on a process for the
determination of insurance prices. Other studies were carried out in [159] on the
Polish Liability Insurance, the EUrent and the UServ Financial Services cases.
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In [165], GSM was used to model a real-life process of an international tech
company. This company has multiple offices in different countries. Each office can
use its own variant of the process. There also exists a standard variant shared by all
the offices and an office can either use its variant or the standard version. The
approach proposed in [164] was validated on a supply chain solutions design
enablement called the Solution Builder.
In [170], a contract service written in the SBVR notation was transformed into
FCL rules in order to validate the approach for transforming SBVR models into
FCL [170].
In this section, we have used the data extracted from the selected papers to
identify the application domains for the available notations used to model business
rules. Answering all the research questions defined in Section 3 provides the basis
for the development of our classification framework.
4.2 Threats to Validity
In this section, we present the threats to the validity of our research.
a. Researcher bias
Due to the fact that only one researcher worked on the data synthesis, there
might have been some bias in interpreting the data that has been extracted from the
primary sources [204]. Although the study was reviewed by the other researchers,
there might have been the absence of a second during the data extraction stage. As
such, other researchers reviewed the extracted data to ensure that this threat is
mitigated.
b. Proportion of literature between notations
During the search stage, we found and filtered the list of papers. We found out that
for some notations such as Declare and SBVR, we had over 20 papers. But for
other notations like FCL, we had only a few papers. Notations like Declare and
SBVR may have thus been more extensively reviewed in relation to the other
notations. Also, the extracted data for the notations with a low number of research
papers may be inadequate in some aspects due to the restricted number of papers to
extract the data from.
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c. Study inclusion/exclusion bias
This threat occurs during the filtering stage of the SLR and results from generic
or conflicting criteria [204]. This problem may lead to the research being too
generic or the size of the literature being too large or too small. And since the
filtering is used to select only the papers related to the specific subject under
analysis, this may often lead to problems during data extraction like having too
many papers that are irrelevant to the research topic. To mitigate this issue, we
restricted the inclusion criteria to those papers that are within the topic of business
process and business rules modeling. We avoided conflicts in the filtering criteria
by extensively discussing and adjusting the filtering criteria [204].
d. Construction of the search string
This problem occurs when constructing the search strings. This could result in
relevant papers not appearing in the search results. The search may also return too
many papers that are not relevant to the research [204]. As a first measure to avoid
this, we ensured that the search terms are only those terms that are part of the
research questions. We also included synonyms of search terms. As a
precautionary measure, we also discussed those search terms and subsequently, the
search results in order to ensure that bias of this nature is avoided [204].
e. Selection of Digital Libraries
This may occur when selecting the libraries to use for the search. The search
engine could be too generic or too specific. Some digital libraries also contain an
insufficient number of papers [204]. We selected two of the biggest most widely
used digital libraries, i.e., Scopus and Web of Science. A discussion was also
carried out in order to make this decision. With this, we were able to curtail if not
eliminate this threat.
f. Coverage of research questions
This occurs when the research questions do not fulfill the goal of the study.
When a research topic is not adequately decomposed into research questions or
when the goal is too generic, this threat arises [204]. To avoid this, we formulated
the main research question to define the research goal. We then discussed and
decomposed the question into specific sub-questions.
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5. Business Rule Evaluation Framework
In the previous section, we tried to answer the research questions defined in this
literature review. First, we examined the different existing notations that can be
used for modeling business rules. We then looked at the expressive power of these
modeling notations, i.e., the aspects of a business process that they can capture
such as data, resources, and time. We also looked at how the business rules can be
represented and integrated into business process models. Furthermore, we
examined the tools available supporting these notations such as modeling and
analysis tools. We also looked at the existence of execution engines supporting the
enforcement of business rules during the execution of a business process. Finally,
we analyzed the different scenarios where these notations have been applied.
To tie it all up, we designed a framework for classifying business rules based on
different aspects. A brief overview of the framework is given in Table 8. The first
and the third research questions of our study give an overview of all the notations
that are available for modeling business rules and how these notations are
integrated into business process models. The types of notations and their modeling
approaches thus cover the first three aspects of the framework, giving the user
insights into the different business rule modeling notations that exist. The second
research question covers the expressivity of the modeling notations. Therefore, in
the proposed framework, we looked at the representation of time, deontic logic as
well as data and resources. In terms of tool support as discussed in the fourth
research question, we covered the two most important tool types that should
support a modeling notation, which are modeling and analysis tools. This covers
the reasoning aspect of the framework, which consists of model verification and
online/offline analysis. The tool support was further discussed in the fifth research
question where we looked at how the different notations support automation and
the tools that are used to execute the models. In the final research question, we
discussed the different scenarios where the notations are used and this covers the
last aspect of the framework.
The framework allows the modelers to examine business rule modeling
notations based on the criteria that we just discussed. The different criteria are
discussed in more detail in the next subsection. Table 8 provides the main
components of the proposed framework. These components are further broken
down into more specific components. At the end of this section, we show how the
framework has been applied to classify the studies selected in this literature review.
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1. Language / Notation
2. Notation type
3. Modeling paradigm
4. Expressivity
5. Syntax/ Semantics
6. Tool Support
7. Reasoning
8. Modeling Scenario

Table 8. The general components of the framework
5.1 Language / Notation
Here, we list the notations that have been identified in the literature. This gives
the user an overview of the available notations that can be used to model business
rules. It lays the ground for identifying the different properties or functionalities of
that particular notation.
5.2 Notation Type
We also identified the different modeling approaches that have been used to
capture business rules. Here, we identify whether the business rules are represented
implicitly (such as in BPMN [94]), explicitly modeled as a declarative business
process model (such as in Declare [40]), or as using a notation that needs to be
integrated into a separate process model such as XTT [156] and RuleML [130].
5.3 Modeling Paradigm
In business process modeling, we identified the two modeling paradigms:
imperative and declarative. Declarative modeling uses business rules to explicitly
constrain the business process. Notations such as Declare and DCR Graphs [15]
follow a declarative approach. Imperative modeling focuses on modeling the
business process where the rules are either implicitly modeled or stored as a
separate model. Petri Nets [151] and BPMN [94] are imperative modeling
notations.
5.4 Expressivity
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Here, we explored how expressive the notation is. We looked at the possibility
of expressing some aspects of a process using the notation. The different aspects
include: time, deontic aspects, data and resources.
5.4.1 Time
With respect to the expression of time we looked at how time can be modeled.
To express time, we can express time as qualitative or metric time. Qualitative time
is expressed in terms of the relative position of events. For instance, in the case of
laundry service, the washing of clothes comes before ironing. We understand
ironing happens after washing, but the time here is relative as opposed to metric.
Metric time on the other hand expresses time using the concept of timestamp. For
instance, acceptance of applications starts on Monday at 11:00 am. The time
expressed can either be a timestamp or time interval in the form of a duration. The
original version of Declare for instance, does not support metric time, but TimedDeclare [76] supports it. The ability to express time is an important feature in a
modeling notation especially for time critical processes where the timing of an
event or process component affects the outcome of the process. As a result we
included time as an aspect of our framework.
5.4.2 Deontic aspects
Deontic logic deals with the possibility of modeling permissions, obligations,
prohibitions and negations. Deontic logic was also included in the framework as it
permits the representation of these four components. SBVR supports deontic logic
representation. Process compliance to certain policies within the organization or
policies that are designed by the authority can be represented using deontic logic.
This helps the businesses to stay compliant during the execution of their processes.
5.4.3 Data
Data is another aspect of the business process we considered in our framework.
Data is an important part of most businesses. As such the capability of representing
data as part of the business process is of great value for a notation. This is true
especially for businesses that are data-centric.
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5.4.4 Resources
Here, we focus on the possibility of modeling resources in the business rule
notations. Resources may include, e.g., actors, devices and money. In some cases,
resources are represented as data. Resources are the backbone of any business and
the pillars upon which the business stands. A modeling notation that provides not
just the representation of activities and rules but also the cost of the activities and
the person or machine performing the activities can be said to have great
expressive capabilities.
5.5 Syntax/ Semantics
5.5.1 Formal versus informal semantics
Semantics deals with the meaning of the business rules. Formal semantics
provides a formal description of the rule meaning. Informal semantics describe
rules using an informal description like plain natural language.
5.5.2 Formal versus informal syntax
Syntax represents the rules that govern how the different components are
arranged. This can also be either formal or informal.
5.6 Tool Support
This section deals with the tool support available for each notation.
5.6.1 Modeling environment
A modeling environment allows the user to design their business rules using a
graphical user interface. An alternative to that is to represent the models on paper.
Since nowadays it is hardly feasible to think about a modeling notation that cannot
be used to create digital documents, the availability of a modeling environment is a
very important aspect
.
5.6.2 Execution environment
An execution environment provides a mechanism to run a business process.
Some notations can in fact be executed and as such, for these notations, an
execution environment is required. For businesses that require more than just
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graphical representation, an execution mechanism for the notation they choose is a
must. For this reason, we have included this as part of our framework.
5.7 Reasoning
5.7.1 Consistency
Checking business rule models for consistency is another aspect that is very
important for a business rules modeling notation. This helps the modeler to find
loopholes and improvements in their business processes and make adjustments. It
involves the design time checking of a model against a set of business rules in
order to ensure that the business rules are satisfiable.
5.7.2 Online / Offline analysis
Online analysis involves the checking of process executions against a set of
business rules. This is also called compliance monitoring. Offline analysis or
conformance checking on the other hand involves checking of completed traces
with respect to a set of business rules. A mechanism such as this is very important
as the lack of this mechanism could lead to errors that are detrimental to the
process or the entire business.
In Table 10, we present the framework applied to the notations that we have
extracted in the previous sections outlining all of the above components. We have
also included references to the notations where the user can find details about the
notations and how these different notations have been applied.
In order to use the framework, the modelers need to identify the notation they
would like to apply. If for instance the user wants to use DCR Graphs, they can use
the framework to identify what can or cannot be modeled with DCR Graphs. The
features of DCR Graphs as described in the framework can be identified as
follows: The notation is used to design business rules in the form of a business
process model. DCR Graphs are based on a declarative approach to business
process modeling. They do not support the modeling of data nor deontic logic.
However, resources can be represented. It has formal semantics. DCR Graphs also
offer modeling and execution environments with support for consistency checking
and online/offline analysis. This notation has been used in a variety of cases
ranging from mortgage application processes to patient management in a hospital.
References related to DCR Graphs are also specified.
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Another case is where the user does not in fact have a notation in mind. In this
case, they can use the framework to identify which notation is appropriate for their
case using the features described starting from the second column (Notation type)
and discarding any row(s) that fails to meet their criteria. At the end, the user can
identify those rows that are left and come back to check which notations are the
most appropriate for their use case.
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Table 10 The Proposed Framework
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6. Conclusion
We have examined different notations to model business rules. We carried out
an SLR to examine the notations available in the literature. We have carried out an
evaluation of the existing business rule modeling notations based on a number of
criteria such as type of notation, expressivity, tool support, application domain. We
presented the results of our findings along with the steps taken to achieve the
results.
The research questions driving the SLR were used to create a framework that
can be used to classify the existing modeling notations. The framework is
composed of the following features: language, notation type, modeling paradigm,
expressivity, syntax and semantics, tool support, reasoning and modeling scenario.
The language is the identifier or name that is used to identify the language or
notation.
Our study does not include certain aspects of modeling such as implicit and
explicit time representation. Implicit time representation is the representation of
time using adjectives while explicit time representation is the representation of
time using explicit terms such as One hour, 11pm and so on. Another aspect of
time representation we did not include is the point-based/interval-based
representation. Interval-based time representation deals with the representation of
time with respect to the passing of a duration. For instance, after 30 minutes. Pointbased time representation deals with the representation of time w.r.t a particular
point in time e.g. 11:00pm. Other aspects not considered in this study include
usage context (industrial/academic, generic/domain-specific), documentation,
statistical analysis tools and natural language support for model specification
among other things. As future study, we will expand the framework to cover other
aspects of business rule modeling that we have mentioned here along with others
that we have not included.
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